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       KIRAN TUTORIALS Seat No.
Std 10 (English) Geography Date 10-10-20

dpp
Time 1HRS Chapter chp 1st and 2nd Marks 20
Q.1 Choose the right option and rewrite the sentence 1

1 There are total ............... states in India. 
a. 25          b. 27          c. 29          d. 28

Q.2 Arrange in correct sequence 1

1 The order of states of Brazil from north to south. 
Para, Amapa, Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina

Q.3 Identify the odd man out: 2

1 Things that we carry during field visit -
i Route map ii Graph
iii. Questionnaire           iv. Magnetic Copmass

2 Neighbouring countries of India - 
i. Pakistan        ii. Indonesia
iii. Uruguay iv. Sri Lanka

Q.4 Answer in one sentence 3

1 Out of which process has the plateau of Maharashtra formed?

2 Describe the latitudinal and longitudinal extent of India and Brazil.

3 Do you agree that regions and necessities influence the means of livelihood ?

Q.5 Name the following 3

1 Present type of Government in India

2 Type of Government in Brazil from 1930 to 1985.

3 Name the season of the year in which the field visit is undertaken?

Q.6 Differentiate the following 2

1 How are Brazil and India different from each other in terms of location?

Q.7 Answer the following questions on the basis of the map given 4
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i. Fill in the degree values in blank spaces- ....° 15' N to ....° 45' S latitudes.
ii. Fill in the degree values in blank spaces - between to ....° 45' W to ....° 48' W longitudes.
iii.Name the country in the west of Brazil.
iv.Name the capital of Brazil.
v. Name the country in the south of Brazil.

Q.8 Answer in detail/ brief(Any One) 4

1 What problems did Brazil and India face after independence?

2 Gather information about forts, considering the following points for it, determination of location period of
construction, construction style and security mechanism.


